Bringing together food, people, and robotics
to deliver unprecedented levels of quality,
consistency, and efficiency to restaurant kitchens.

PERFECT
EVERY
TIME

Automated, freezer-to-scoop fry lines.
100% taste, 100% consistency,
100% product availability, 100% of the time.

The Future of Fast Food

perfect
every
time

High precision automated frying,
from freezer to scoop.
/FRYR is the next-generation automated fry line that meets
the needs and speeds of your kitchen.
The /FRYR family of intelligent, high-precision fry lines enables
you to save time and reduce waste and oil costs while improving
staff safety and ensuring perfectly cooked fried food is available,
exactly when needed.
With /FRYR, you never need to put your delivery or collection
orders on hold again. The fry lines precisely control the three core
variables – temperature, time and quantity – at every stage of the
frying process, to deliver the perfect product to your customers
every time they order.
/FRYR fry lines combine robotics with real-time analysis to
optimize fried food production – up to 30 baskets per fry well per
hour. At the same time, they improve food quality and consistency
by ensuring the frying SOP is adhered to 100% of the time.

/FRYR Key Features and Benefits
Automated Frying
_ Automatic Just-In-Time (JIT) production via connection
to your EPOS or KMS system to only cook when needed.
_ Automatically variable cook cycles.
_ Automatic oil temperature and filtration control extends
oil life and improves cook product quality.
_ Automatic basket withdrawal with shake and drain.
_ Automatic transfer of the cooked product, from freezer to scoop.

Maximized Production
_ Utilizes multiple transport systems in parallel, emulating
the way people work in kitchens.

Designed to Integrate and Save Space

_ Provides 30 cooked baskets per well, per hour.

/FRYR works with existing fry wells, extraction and fire suppression
systems, enabling employees to spend less time on potentially
dangerous frying tasks. The modular, space saving design uses
minimal floor space and can easily replace traditional fry line
solutions with no interruption to daily kitchen operations.

_ Consistently exceeds maximum output of people in a
kitchen, regardless of rota levels or staff availability.

Better Connected
with Robot Ready

Adaptive
Portion Control

Karakuri: Robot Ready certification enables seamless integration
of the /FRYR range of automated fry lines with existing EPOS,
Kitchen Display Systems (KDS), and Kitchen Management Systems
(KMS) to fully automate the cook cycle and provide real-time data.

Karakuri's patented /APC™ technology allows each basket to be filled
with just the right amount of frozen product to meet demand.
/APC enables variable batch cook sizes, optimizing cook schedule
to order profiles – increasing efficiency and reducing wastage.

_ Rapid installation in existing kitchens, with no shutdown
or alterations required.

/APC

Consistent Cooking
_ 100% product quality, consistency, traceability
and availability, no matter the demand.
_ Real-time logging of freezer, oil and scoop temperatures.
_ Real-time logging of frozen and cooked product.
_ Programmable cook cycle to match your SOP,
ingredients and quality requirements.

Easy Installation and Cleaning
_ Fits traditional kitchen layouts and integrates
with existing fry lines, extraction systems and
fire suppression systems.

Available in single and multiple fry well options to suit your requirements. Our two fry well option, Fryr 210, is shown here.

_ Can be installed overnight with no impact to normal
restaurant operations.
_ Fully accessible for easy deep cleaning and maintenance.

Reduced Risk and Wastage
_ Variable basket loads reduce wastage by matching
fried food production to customer demand.
Designed for maximum performance in a small footprint.

Engineered to open for easy cleaning and maintenance.

_ Reduced staff interaction with the frying process
means less likelihood of accidents, injuries and errors.

The Future of Fast Food

We love food.
We love robots.
And we love people.
So we’ve built a world where food and robots and people connect.
						
To create a new and better experience for everyone.
A world where fast food is freshly made and cooked to perfection,
every time.
Where both the people who provide the food and the people
who eat the food benefit.
A world where customization meets mass production.
Where choice meets quality.
Where problems meet solutions.
And where food wastage meets its end.
						
Put simply, we are the future of fast food.
And the future is here.
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